Abstract. We prove that if F is a degree 3 Thurston map with two fixed critical points, then any obstruction for F contains a Levy cycle. This note is part of the work in [Sha15] studying the mating of pairs of cubic polynomials which each have a fixed critical point.
Introduction
The study of branched coverings of the sphere are, by virtue of Thurston's theorem, an important area of study in the field of holomorphic dynamics. Thurston's Theorem gives a combinatorial criterion for checking when a postcritically finite branched covering is equivalent to a rational map on the Riemann sphere. This condition requires the checking of collections of curves (known as multicurves) in the complement of the postcritical set to see if they form an obstruction. However, in general it is very hard to know what these obstructions may look like. In the quadratic (or more generally, bicritical) case, it was shown through work of Rees, Shishikura and Tan [Tan92] that any obstruction contained a Levy cycle, and Tan [Tan97] showed that any obstruction in the family of cubic Newton maps also must contain a Levy cycle. However, Shishikura and Tan [ST00] showed that there existed obstructions for more general cubic branched coverings which were not Levy cycles. This note is a continuation of this programme and is concerned with the family of cubic branched coverings with two fixed critical points.
1.1. Statement of the Main Theorem. Our main theorem is the following.
Main Theorem A. Let F be a cubic postcritically finite orientation-preserving branched covering of a topological sphere Σ with two fixed critical points. Then if Γ is an irreducible obstruction for F , then Γ contains a Levy cycle. Remark 1.1. It is actually sufficient to prove the theorem in the case that the the fixed critical points are simple (i.e. have local degree 2). If both critical points have local degree 3 then F is equivalent to the map z → z 3 . If precisely one of the fixed critical points has local degree 3 then F is a topological polynomial and then all possible obstructions are (degenerate) Levy cycles [BFH92] .
1.2. Thurston's Theorem. Let F : Σ → Σ be an orientation-preserving branched self-covering of a topological 2-sphere. We denote by Ω F the critical set of F and define
to be the postcritical set of F . We say that F is postcritically finite if |P F | < ∞. We call F : Σ → Σ a Thurston map if it is a postcritically finite orientation-preserving branched selfcovering of a topological 2-sphere. Definition 1.2. Let F : Σ → Σ and F : Σ → Σ be Thurston maps. An equivalence is given by a pair of orientation-preserving homeomorphisms (Φ, Ψ) from Σ to Σ such that
• Φ and Ψ are isotopic via a family of homeomorphisms t → Φ t which is constant on P F .
If there exists an equivalence as above, we say that F and F are equivalent. Note that in particular, a postcritically finite rational map R : C → C is a Thurston map. Hence it is natural to ask when a general Thurston map is equivalent to a rational map.
Let Γ = {γ 1 , . . . , γ n } be a multicurve; that is, each γ i ∈ Γ is simple, closed, non-peripheral, disjoint and non-homotopic to all the other γ j relative to P F . We say that Γ is F -stable if for all γ i ∈ Γ, all the non-peripheral components of F −1 (γ i ) are homotopic in Σ \ P F to elements of Γ. In this case, we define F Γ = (f ij ) n×n to be the non-negative matrix defined as follows. Let γ i,j,α be the components of F −1 (γ j ) which are homotopic to γ i in Σ \ P F . Now define
where deg denotes the degree of the map. By standard results on non-negative matrices (see [Gan59] ), this matrix (f ij ) will have a leading non-negative eigenvalue λ. We write λ(Γ) for the leading eigenvalue associated to the multicurve Γ. The importance of the above is due to the following rigidity theorem. An F -stable multicurve with λ(Γ) ≥ 1 is called a Thurston obstruction. The condition that F has a hyperbolic orbifold is a purely combinatorial one; this condition can be checked by inspecting the dynamics on the postcritical set of F . We remark that since since the maps in this note have two fixed critical points, the respective orbifolds are guaranteed to be hyperbolic. For further details, see [DH93] . Definition 1.4. A multicurve Γ = {γ 1 , . . . , γ n } is a Levy cycle if for each i = 1, . . . , n, the curve γ i−1 (or γ n if i = 1) is homotopic to some component γ i of F −1 (γ i ) (rel P F ) and the map F : γ i → γ i is a homeomorphism. We say Γ is a degenerate Levy cycle if the connected components of
where each D i is a disk and moreover for each i the preimage F −1 (D i+1 ) contains a component D i+1 which is isotopic to D i relative to P F and is such that F : D i+1 → D i+1 is a homeomorphism. A degenerate Levy cycle is called a removable Levy cycle if in addition, for all k ≥ 1 and all i, the components of
It is clear that a Levy cycle L is a Thurston obstruction, since λ(L) = 1.
1.3. Background on branched coverings. The usual definition of Thurston obstruction requires us to search for F -stable multicurves. However, we will search for irreducible obstructions.
We will see (Proposition 1.6) that this is equivalent to finding obstructions in the usual sense. The advantage of restricting attention to irreducible obstructions is that they are simpler than Thurston obstructions, since they can be considered as the fundamental part of the obstruction.
Definition 1.5. A multicurve is said to be irreducible if its associated matrix F Γ is irreducible. A multicurve Γ is an irreducible obstruction if the matrix F Γ is irreducible and if λ(Γ) ≥ 1.
Recall that an n × n matrix A ij is irreducible if for all (i, j), there exists k > 0 such that the element (A k ) ij > 0. In terms of a multicurve Γ = {γ 1 , . . . , γ n }, this means that for each pair (i, j) ∈ {1, . . . , n} 2 , there exists an integer k > 0 and a component γ of F −k (γ j ) which is isotopic to γ i , and that for each 1 ≤ ≤ k, the curve F (γ ) is isotopic to a curve in Γ. The following result (see [ST00] ) ties together the notions of a Thurston obstruction and an irreducible obstruction. Proposition 1.6. If F has a hyperbolic orbifold, then F is not equivalent to a rational map if and only if F has an irreducible obstruction.
We remark that a Levy cycle is an example of an irreducible obstruction. The following two propositions from [ST00] will be helpful in our analysis of irreducible obstructions. Proposition 1.7. Let Γ be an irreducible obstruction for a branched covering F . Then
Proposition 1.8. Γ is a removable Levy cycle for F if and only if Γ is an irreducible obstruction for F and there exists a disk component D of S 2 \Γ such that for all n, the components of F −1 (D) are disks.
Proof of the Main Theorem
We now analyse the irreducible obstructions for cubic branched coverings with two fixed critical points. We will see that, if Γ is not a removable Levy cycle, then there are two possible cases, a "Newton-like case" and a "quadratic-like case". These are summarised in the following proposition.
Proposition 2.1. Let Γ be an irreducible obstruction for a cubic branched covering with two fixed critical points, and suppose that Γ is not a removable Levy cycle. Then precisely one of the following two cases occurs.
• Newton-like case. The disk D contains a fixed critical point.
• Quadratic-like case. The disk D contains precisely two critical values, neither of which is a fixed critical point.
Proof. By Proposition 1.8 there must be a disk component of F −1 (D) which has a non-disk component. It follows easily from the Riemann-Hurwitz formula that D must contain (at least) two critical values of F . If one of these critical values is also a fixed critical point, we are in the Newton-like case. Otherwise, the disk D must contain precisely two critical values (the two critical values which are not also fixed critical points), which means we are in the quadratic-like case.
We deal with both of the cases from Proposition 2.1 in turn, showing that in each case any irreducible obstruction will be a Levy cycle. The following is a simple application of the Riemann-Hurwitz formula.
is a disk with two holes. Each boundary curve of this preimage maps by degree 1 onto ∂D.
Remark 2.3. Note that in the first case above, it is possible that if D contains only two critical values, the set F −1 (D) could consist of just one disk, which maps by degree 3 to D (for example, this case is realised if D is one of the hemispheres in a mating). In the other two cases, the number of critical values in D guarantees the existence of a non-disk component in the preimage.
2.1. Newton-like case. This case is very similar to that considered by Tan [Tan97] , who considered the matings in the family of cubic Newton maps. There it was shown that all obstructions were Levy cycles. However, our result is more general, as the family of cubic Newton maps consists of rational maps with three fixed critical points.
The main result for the Newton-like case is the following.
Theorem 2.4. Let F be a cubic branched covering with two fixed critical points, and let Γ be an irreducible obstruction of F such that S 2 \ Γ contains a disk component D has a pre-image which is a non-disk component. If furthermore D contains a fixed critical point, then Γ ⊇ {∂D}. Furthermore, {∂D} is a Levy cycle and so Γ contains a Levy cycle.
Proof. We write γ = ∂D. Since F −1 (D) contains a non-disk component, it must contain at least two critical values, and by assumption one of these critical values is a fixed critical point c. Since c is fixed, there exists a component of F −1 (D) which contains c, and by Proposition 1.7 it must therefore be isotopically contained in D. Hence there exists a curve in ∂U which is isotopic to γ. We now consider the three separate cases from Lemma 2.2 in turn.
• If D contains precisely two critical values, then by Lemma 2.2 part (a), one of the preimages of D is an annulus A such that one of the boundary curves γ is isotopic to γ, and this annulus must contain c. Since γ has three preimages, we see that γ maps homeomorphically onto γ, and so {γ} is a Levy cycle (see Figure 1 ).
• If D contain precisely three critical values then by Lemma 2.2 part (b), the preimage U of D is an annulus which is isotopically contained in D (again, the picture is similar to that in Figure 1) . One of the boundary curves γ of the annulus maps by degree 1 to γ, and the other γ maps by degree 2. If γ is isotopic to γ, then γ is peripheral, since U is isotopically contained in D. However, this means that Γ = {γ} is an irreducible submulticurve of Γ, with λ(Γ ) = 1/2. It follows that Γ is not an irreducible obstruction, which is a contradiction. Hence it must be the case that γ is the curve which is isotopic to γ, and so {γ} is a Levy cycle.
• If D contains precisely four critical values then by Lemma 2.2 part (c), the preimage U is a disk with two holes and which contains c. Furthermore, each boundary curve of U is a preimage of γ. Since one of these is isotopic to γ, we see that {γ} is a Levy cycle in this case. Hence in each case the multicurve {γ} is a Levy cycle.
Remark 2.5. The key case (particularly in the study of matings) in the previous lemma is when the disk contains precisely two critical values. In the other two cases, the curve γ turns out to be a removable Levy cycle, since the disk D = S 2 \ (D ∪ γ) contains at most one critical value, and so all the preimages F −n (D ) are disks which map homeomorphically under F n onto D . In the other two cases, it can be shown that the obstruction obtained is a removable Levy cycle.
2.2. Quadratic-like case. This case is similar to the proof that an irreducible obstruction to a quadratic (or bicritical) branched cover is a Levy cycle [Tan92] . However, there is an extra difficulty in the cubic case. In the quadratic case, the existence of a Levy cycle is ensured by observing that every curve in an irreducible obstruction (which is not a removable Levy cycle) has precisely two preimages. This means the pre-images map by degree 1, and so any periodic cycle in the obstruction must be a Levy cycle. In the following, we will show that in the cubic case, all curves in an irreducible obstruction have precisely three pre-images, and so a similar argument above shows that the obstruction must contain a Levy cycle.
By assumption, the quadratic-like case occurs when there is a disk component D containing two critical values of F which are not critical points of F . By Lemma 2.2, the preimage of this disk is an annulus (which contains two critical points) and a disk. The annulus has two complementary regions. One of these, U 1 , maps homeomorphically onto S 2 \ D, whilst the other, U 2 , which contains both fixed critical points, maps as a degree 2 branched covering to S 2 \ D, see Figure 2 .
Lemma 2.6. Let Γ be an irreducible obstruction of F such that S 2 \ Γ has a disk component D containing precisely two critical values, neither of which is a fixed critical point of F , and that F −1 (D) contains a non-disk component. Then Γ does not contain any curves which separate the two fixed critical points.
Proof. We will call the critical values which are not the fixed critical points free critical values. The region U 1 maps homeomorphically onto S 2 \ D whereas the region U 2 , which contains both fixed critical points, maps by a degree 2 covering to S 2 \ D.
• Each component of S 2 \ γ contains two critical values. Furthermore, one component must contain both fixed critical points. In the first case, denote the component of S 2 \ γ containing the two fixed critical points by B. By an application of Lemma 2.2, we see that F −1 (B) consists of an annulus A and a disk B . The disk is a subset of the region U 1 and the annulus is contained in the region U 2 ; furthermore, the annulus contains both of the fixed critical points of F . The components of F −1 (γ) are the curve ∂B and the two curves of ∂A (see Figure 4) . It follows that none of the components of F −1 (γ) separate the two fixed critical points -in other words, none of the preimage curves is in Γ. Note that none of the preimages of γ separate the two fixed critical points.
In the second case, denote the component of S 2 \ γ by C. Since C contains no critical values, the set F −1 (C) contains three disks, none of which contains any critical points. It follows that none of the preimages of γ can separate the two fixed critical points (see Figure 5) , and so no curve in F −1 (γ) can belong to Γ. Figure 5 . The second case in Lemma 2.6. Again, the curve γ and its preimages are unbroken lines, and the curve ∂D and some of its preimages are broken lines. As with the first case, none of the preimages of γ separate the two fixed critical points.
It follows that any irreducible obstruction containing a curve in Γ \ Γ cannot also contain a curve in Γ. Since by assumption the curve ∂D belongs to our irreducible obstruction and clearly ∂D ∈ Γ \ Γ, we see that our irreducible obstruction cannot contain any curves which separate the two fixed critical points.
As a corollary to this lemma, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 2.7. Let Γ be an irreducible obstruction of F such that S 2 \ Γ has a disk component D containing precisely two critical values, neither of which is a fixed critical point of F , and that F −1 (D) contains a non-disk component. Then every curve in Γ will have precisely three preimages. Moreover, Γ must contain a Levy cycle.
Proof. By Lemma 2.6, no curve in the irreducible obstruction Γ can separate the two critical points. It follows that if γ ∈ Γ, then (using Lemma 2.2 part (a)) the set F −1 (γ) will consist of three components (indeed, this can be seen by inspecting the cases in Lemma 2.6), and so each preimage will map homeomorphically onto γ. Since Γ contains only finitely many curves, any periodic cycle (under F −1 ) in Γ must be a Levy cycle L.
2.3. Proof of the Main Theorem. The proof of Main Theorem A is now immediate.
Proof of Main Theorem A. Let Γ be an irreducible obstruction and suppose Γ is not a removable Levy cycle. By Proposition 2.1, we must therefore be in the Newton-like case or the quadraticlike case. If we are in the Newton-like case, Theorem 2.4 asserts that Γ must be a Levy cycle containing just one curve. On the other hand, if we are in the quadratic-like case, then it follows that Theorem 2.7 that Γ must be a Levy cycle.
